Sociology (SOC): 302C, 302D, 302E, 302F

Mathematics (Core 20, Liberal Arts)

Three semester hours:
- Educational Psychology (EDP): 308, 371
- Mathematics (M): 302, 305G, 408C, 408K, 408N, 408R
- Philosophy (PHL): 313
- Sociology (SOC): 317L
- Statistics & Data Sciences (SDS): 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 320M
- Plan II Mathematics (M): 310P

Science & Technology-I (Core 30)

Six hours in a single field of study; sequences in bold are appropriate for non-science majors.

Astronomy (AST):
- 301 & one from 309C, 309G, 309L, 309M, 309R, 309S
- 307 & one from 309C, 309G, 309L, 309M, 309R, 309S

Biology (BIO):
- two from 301D, 301G, 301L, 301M, 305F, 309D
- 311C & one from 311D, 326M, 446L, 4655
- 315H & 325H
- Plan II 301E & one from 301D, 305G, 309D, 311C, 315H

Chemistry (CH):
- 304K & 305
- 301 & one from 302, 305
- 301H & 302H

Geology (GEO):
- Plan II PHY 321 & any PHY or P S listed above

Marine Science (MNS):
- 307 & 308

Natural Sciences (NSC):
- 306J & one from 306K, 306L, 306M, or any PHY or P S below

Physical Science (PS) & Physics (PHY):
- P S 303 & P S 304
- PHY 309K & one from PHY 309L or P S 304
- PHY 301 & one from PHY 316, 302L, 303L, 309L, 317L, P S 304
- PHY 302K & one from PHY 302L, 303L, 309L, 316, 317L, P S 304
- PHY 303K & one from PHY 303L, 303L, 309L, 316, 317L, P S 304
- PHY 317K & one from PHY 317L, 302L, 303L, 309L, 316, 317L, P S 304
- Plan II PHY 321 & any PHY or P S listed above

Science & Technology-II (Core 93)

Three semester hours; must be from a field of study other than that used for. NC: NSC 306J and NC 306K for Part I cannot combine with P S or PHY for Part II, nor can P S or PHY for Part I combine with NC 306D for Part II.

Anthropology (ANT): 301, 304, 304T
Additional Social Science (Liberal Arts)

Three semester hours:

Core Texts & Ideas (CTI): 302, 365
Economics (ECO): 301, 304K, 304L
French (FR): 364L
German (GER): 347L
Health & Society (HS): 301
History (HIS): 329U
Human Dimensions of Organizations (HDO): 301
Mexican American Studies (MAS): 301, 309
Religious Studies (RS): 310
Spanish (SPN): 330L, 346, 353, 364L
Women’s and Gender Studies (WGS): 356

The following course numbers apply only when the course topic (i.e., title) matches that on list below.

AFR 317D: 4-Politics of Black Identity
AFR 372C: 12-Race/Gender/Surveillance
AFR 372F: 13-Urban Unrest
ANT 310L: 2-Anthropology of Race/Ethnicity
ANT 310L: 3-Anthropology of Latin Amer
ANT 322M: 3-Native Amer Cul Greater Swest
ANT 322M: 10-Mexican Amer Indig Heritage
ANT 324L: 7-Intro to African Prehistory
ANT 324L: 24-Archeaol of African Thought
ANT 324L: 37-Polit of Race/Violenc. Brazil
ANT 324L: 39-Theor of Archaeology
GRG 356T: 5-Urban Publics
GER 369: 1-Structure of German Language
GER 369: 4-Ger Lang: Historical Perspec
LIN 350: 10-How to Describe a Language
LIN 373: 1-Child Language
LIN 373: 7-Intro to Cognitive Science
REE 345: 2-Regions and Cultures of Europe
REE 345: 4-Geog of Former Soviet Union
REE 345: 6-Northern Lands and Cultures

Additional Natural Science (Liberal Arts)

Six additional semester hours; maximum of nine hours from a single field may apply toward items 10 and 11:

Astronomy (AST): any
Biology (BIO): any
Chemistry (CH): any, excluding 207K and 371K

The following course numbers apply only when the course topic (i.e., title) matches that on list below.

AAS 310: 3-Mixed Race Identities
AFR 371E: 1-Black Queer Art Worlds
AFR 372G: 33-Sex & Power in Afr Diaspora
AHC 325: 13-The Ancient Historians
AHC 325: 15-Civil War in Rome
AHC 378: 1-Rome
AM 370: 18-The Beats & Am Cul, 1945-90
AM 370: 33-Atlantic Slavery: Hist/Memory
AM 370: 36: Exiles/Expects/Pol Pilgrims
AM 370: 38: Property in American Culture
AM 370: 40: Southern Cultures
AM 370: 41: Vienna: Memory/the City-AUT
AM 370: 42: Black Political Thought
AM 370: 43: Literature of Black Politics
AM 370: 45-Fem Intervntns Borderlands His
AM 470: 46-Latina/o Pop
A C 304C: 3-Intro to Ancient Egypt
A C 304C: 4-Greece/Rome: Film & Reality
A C 322: 4-Ancient Epic
A C 340: 6-Food/Hlth/Cul Anct Mediter
A C 340: 7-Pompeii
A C 340: 8-Archaeology of Greek Prehistory
A C 340: 7-Women in Classical Antiquity
A C 340: 10-Jesus in Hist and Tradition
A C 340: 14-Ancient Greek Medicine
A C 348: 16-Moral Agency in Grk Tragedy
CTI 304: 1-Bible and Its Interpreters
E 314I: 1-Literature and Film
E 314I: 3-Banned Books and Novel Ideas
E 314I: 4-Texts and Contexts
E 314I: 5-Reading Poetry
E 314I: 9-Cult Classics
E 314I: 10-GoodReads
E 314I: 1-African American Lit & Cul
E 314I: 2-African American Lit & Culture
E 314I: 3-Mexican American Lit and Cul
E 314I: 4-Gay and Lesbian Lit & Culture
E 314I: 6-Women, Gender, Lit and Culture
HIS 350L: 65-Chinese in Diaspora
HIS 362G: 14-The Church and the Jews
HIS 363K: 1-Cul Citizenship US/Latin Am
HIS 363K: 3-Rel/Conv/Conv Col Latin Amer
HIS 364C: 4-African Hist Films & Photos
ISL 340: 2-The Qur'an
LAH 305: 1-React to the Past
LIN 350: 2-Language and Thought
LIN 350: 3-Sign Langs & Signing Commns
LIN 350: 6-Indigenous Langs of Americas
MEL 321: 17-Dead Sea Scrolls
POR 348: 1-Race and Slavery in Brazil
POR 350F: 1-Contemporary Brazilian Film
REE 302: 1-Vampire in Slavic Cultures
REE 302: 3-Intro to Czech History and Cul
REE 325: 13-Medieval Russian Lit/Cul
REE 325: 19-Russian Youth Culture
RHE 330D: 1-Sophistry & Invent of Rhet
RHE 330D: 2-Karios & the Rhet Situation
RHE 330D: 3-Deliberating War
RHE 330D: 4-Rhetoric and Racism
RHE 330D: 5-History of Public Argument
RHE 330D: 6-Classic to Modern Rhetoric
RHE 330D: 7-Rhet Invented, Revised, Retold
RHE 330D: 8-Philosophy vs. Rhetoric
RHE 330D: 9-Rhet in the Eng Renaissance
SPN 350K: 2-Violence in Spanish Film
SPN 355: 2-Non-Fict Narr Latin America
SPN 355: 7-East/West/New Wild Encnts
SPN 356: 3-Contemp Mesoamer Indig Lfs
SPN 357: 2-Culs in Contact in Medvl Spain
SPN 367P: 2-Business in Hispan Life/Cul